
 

HUNTING PRICE LIST 2014-2015 
We offer the possibility of organising hunting games in the Transilvania 

Hunting Park (1000 ha) and the Carpathian Mountains.   The participants 

must own: 

 Hunting license      

 Firearm license     

 Hunting invitation 

For reservation, we will need the following information: -Number of 

participants, time period, hunting species, number of pieces, trophies’ weight 

etc. Our prices are in Euros and are valid from 01.09.2013 to 01.09.2014.     

Common deer (Cervuselaphus L) 

       TROPHY’S WEIGHT  

                       kg                  

                          1 

Price for shooting 

Euro/Piece 

             

                  2 

Additional price to col.2 for every 

10 g of trophy’s weight from col.1   

Euro/10g                                         

                  3  

1 Up to 6 inclusive          1500                  - 

2               6,o1-7,00        1.800                

3              7,01-8,00        2500                

4              8,01-9,00        3500                

5              9,01-10,00        4600               

6            10,01-11,00        6300                

7            11,01-11,50         7850               

8             Over 11,50        8850 

 

          50    

9                 

 



 

a)price for a wounded and not recovered piece                      800 Euro/piece 

b)price for wrong fire                                                         150 Euro/ wrong fire                                                 

Price for organising a hunting day/ hunter    50 Euro/day   

                      

 

Roebuck (Capreolus capreolus L)     

       TROPHY’S WEIGHT  

                 GRAMS                 

                  

                            1 

Price for shooting 

Euro/Piece 

 

            2 

Additional price to col.2 for 

every gram of trophy’s 

weight from col.1  Euro/1 g                                         

                  3  

1 Up to 349 inclusive          350                  - 

2              350-399          550                 - 

3             400-449          850                 - 

4             450-499        1450                  - 

5 Over 500        2050              20 

 

The trophy’s weight is determined by subtracting 90 g from trophy’s weight 

in accordance with the provisions of Art. 15, paragraph 2 of the Rules of 

hunting 

a) Price for a wounded and not recovered piece 200 Euro/piece 

 b) Price for wrong fire                                            25 Euro/wrong fire 

Female (roe deer) or fawn younger than 1 year old 

a) Price for shooting                                               25/Euro/piece 

b) ) Price for a wounded and not recovered piece 15/Euro/piece 

c) Price for wrong fire                                            10 Euro/ wrong fire 



 

Price for organising a hunting day/ hunter    50 Euro 

It includes technical assistance from a hunting specialist.   

 

 

Wild boar (sus scrofa attila L.) 

Male                       Shooting price for the trophy                                 

Average length of the Colt gun 

(inferior) cm 

 

                         1 

Price for shooting 

Euro/Piece 

 

2 

Additional price for each mm 

over the average length form 

col. 1 Euro/mm 

3 

1 Up to 12 inclusive          250                  - 

2             12-15,99          350                  - 

3             16-17,99          550                 - 

4            18-19,99          850                  - 

5        Over 20        950               10 

6             

THE SHOOTING PRICE FOR SOWS IS 350 EURO/PIECE.  PLEASE DO NOT SHOOT 

SOWS!  

 a) Shooting price for pieces with strange trophy         350 Euro/piece 

 b) Price for a wounded and not recovered piece  

in still-hunting and spot and stalk hunting     100 Euro/piece 

c) Price for wrong fire in still-hunting and spot and stalk hunting                         

50/Euro/ wrong fire 

Piglet (under 50 kg)            price- breaking down 100 Euro-      wounding 50 Euro                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Price for organising chase hunting/ spot and stalk hunting / still-hunting            100 
euro if game is offered  

30 euro if game is not offered  (It includes technical assistance from a hunting 
specialist.) 



 

 

Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra L.)  

Points for trophy 

Gathered C.I.C. points 

1 

Price for shooting 

Euro/Piece 

 

2 

Additional price for each 

extra C.I.C point 

Euro/1 C.I.C. point 

3 

1 Up to 94,99 1.300 - 

2      95-99,99 1.300 90 

3     100-104,99 1.750 100 

4 105-109,99 2.250 150 

5 Over 110   3.000 275 

 

a) Shooting price for pieces with strange trophy         1.500 Euro/piece 

b) Price for a wounded and not recovered piece or irrecoverable 1.300euro/piece  

C) Price for wrong fire in still-hunting and spot and stalk hunting 150/Euro/wrong 

fire 

Price for organising a hunting day/ hunter         50 Euro 

(It includes technical assistance from a hunting specialist.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BEAR (Ursus arctos L.) 

Points for raw fur based on 

the evaluation formula of 

the fur trophy   - C.I.C 

points -          

1 

Price for shooting 

Euro/Piece 

 

2 

Additional price for each 

extra C.I.C point than in  

col. 1 Euro/1 C.I.C. point 

3 

1 Up to 350 inclusive         3500                  - 

2 From     351-400         6.000                  - 

3 Over     400         6.000                 70 

 

b) Price for a wounded and not recovered piece..........................2.500 

Euro/piece 

C) Price for wrong fire in still-hunting and spot and stalk hunting                   

300/Euro/wrong fire 

Price for organising still-hunting and spot and stalk ……………………….100 

Euro/day/hunter 

It includes technical assistance from a hunting specialist. 

If a hunter shoots more bears in the same day and on the same hunting area, 

he pays for the hunting only once. 

In case no game is offered the price is 50 Euro/day/hunter  

Prices for accommodation and meal (full board) varies depending on the 

requested accommodation comfort 70-150 euro/person/day, out of which 50 

euro/person/day represents the meal (10 euro breakfast, 25 euro lunch, 15 

euro dinner). It can also depend on the number of persons, rooms and 

comfort category. 

SC HLV Transilvania SRL 

Str. N. Balcescu nr. 43, 555700 Talmaciu, Sibiu, Romania 

Tel: +40 269 555339, Fax: +40 269 555455, Email: hadar@hlv.ro                    


